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Abstract

We hereby introduce and extensively study a class of non-polynomial higher derivative theories of gravity 
that realize a ultraviolet (UV) completion of Einstein general relativity. These theories are unitary (ghost 
free) and at most only one-loop divergences survive. The outcome is a class of theories super-renormalizable 
in even dimension and finite in odd dimension. Moreover, we explicitly prove in D = 4 that there exists an 
extension of the theory that is completely finite and all the beta functions vanish even at one-loop. These 
results can be easily extended in extra dimensions and it is likely that the higher dimensional theory can be 
made finite, too. Therefore we have the possibility for “finite quantum gravity” in any dimension.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

1. Introduction

Quantum abelian and non-abelian gauge theories as the most complete embodiment of parti-
cle physics are all compatible with two guiding principles: “renormalizability” and “perturbative 
theory” in the quantum field theory framework. This is the achievement of a consistent quantum 
field theory for all but one fundamental interactions. Indeed, gravity seems to elude so far these 
patterns and many authors suggested ingenious solutions to one of the biggest puzzles of our 
days, but none is completely satisfactory. The major obstacle, when we try to interface grav-
ity and quantum mechanics is that Einstein’s dynamics is “non-renormalizable”, but in principle 
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there is nothing inconsistent between them. Just like for Fermi theory of weak interactions, quan-
tum Einstein’s gravity is solid and calculable in the effective field theory framework. The cutoff 
scale is naturally given for it by Planck energy. On the other hand, when the theory is made 
renormalizable by adding higher derivative operators, it is no more unitary and shows up propa-
gation of ghost states. In the end there is a strong tension between renormalizability and unitarity 
in gravitational theories. The key ingredient to overcome this problem is to introduce a non-
polynomial (or non-local) “kinetic” extension of Einstein’s gravity. We here use the terminology 
“kinetic part” for operators linear or quadratic in the gravitational curvature, and “potential” for 
a finite sum of all other local operators in the action.

It is clear from the discussion above that we regard as crucial to find a “new theory of grav-
ity”, which is unitary and renormalizable or even finite at quantum level. Moreover we require 
that such theory is free of singularities at the classical level. We indeed believe in a one to one 
correspondence between singularities in classical theory and quantum divergences.

The aim of this work is to extend classical Einstein–Hilbert theory to make gravity compati-
ble with the above guiding principles (renormalizability and perturbative theory) in the “quantum 
field theory framework”. We start with a new unitary non-polynomial higher derivative theory 
for gravity in a multidimensional spacetime [1–14] (see also [15–25]). Next we show that it is 
possible to restrict to a subclass of theories, in which at quantum level only one-loop divergences 
survive. Moreover, in such theories these one-loop divergences can be removed by introducing, 
for example in D = 4, extra operators that are cubic or quartic in the curvature, typically of the 
form O(R2�γ−1R), O(R2�γ−2R2). We end up with a completely finite theory of quantum 
gravity, because all the beta functions can be consistently made to vanish by choosing proper 
coefficients for specially added operators. The result can be extended in any dimension and 
for a more complicated curvature potential. In this paper we systematically complete the pre-
vious work on polynomial [36,37] and non-polynomial super-renormalizable quantum gravity 
[1–12,14]. Our work is also inspired by numerous works on nonlocal infrared modifications of 
gravity [27–35].

Definitions — The metric tensor gμν has signature (− + . . .+) and the curvature tensors 
are defined as follows: Rμ

νρσ = −∂σ Γ
μ
νρ + . . . , Rμν = R

ρ
μρν , R = gμνRμν . With symbol R we 

generally denote one of the above curvature tensors.

2. Modern gravity

In this section we introduce a “New Gravity” theory in a D-dimensional spacetime assuming 
the following consistency requirements:

1. Unitarity. A general theory is well defined, if the corresponding propagator has only first 
poles with real masses (no tachyons) and with positive residues (no ghosts).

2. Super-renormalizability or Finiteness. This hypothesis makes consistent the theory at quan-
tum level on the same footing as for all the other fundamental interactions.

3. Lorentz invariance. This is a symmetry of nature well tested experimentally beyond the 
Planck mass.

4. The classical energy conditions can only be violated, because higher-derivative operators 
are present in the classical theory. This property is crucial to avoid singularities, that plague 
almost all the solutions of Einstein’s gravity [15,41–51].
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The most general multidimensional theory compatible with the above requirements consists 
of a non-polynomial (or nonlocal) sector and a local curvature potential, namely

L = −2κ−2
D

√|g|
(

R + Gμν

eH(−�Λ) − 1

� Rμν + V
)

,

with V =
γ+N+2∑

n=3

α2nΛ
2−2nO2n(∂ρgμν), (1)

where Λ is an invariant mass scale in our fundamental theory, O2n(∂ρgμν) denotes schematically 
all the generally covariant scalar terms O(R3) containing “2n � 6” derivatives of the metric 
tensor gμν . Using a schematic notation we can classify the operators O(R3) as follows,

O6 = {
R3},

O8 = {
R4,∇2R3},

O10 = {
R5,∇2R4,∇4R3},

. . .

O2γ+2N+4 = {
Rγ+N+2,∇2Rγ+N+1,∇4Rγ+N, . . . ,∇2γ+2N−4R4,∇2γ+2N−2R3}, (2)

where indices and tensorial structure have been neglected.
For the specific case of a finite theory it is sufficient to concentrate on the following reduced 

potentials in even dimension (in odd dimension we do not need to introduce any potential to 
make the theory finite),

V =
N+2∑
k=4

∑
i

sk,i

(∇2(γ+N+2−k)Rk
)
i
, (3)

where the sum must include at least the minimal set of operators (with different tensorial 
structure), which we need to make the theory finite. From (1) si ≡ s̃iΛ

−2γ−2N−2 are dimen-
sionful parameters in these operators with the highest possible number of derivatives. Moreover � = gμν∇μ∇ν is the covariant box operator, Gμν is the Einstein tensor, the integer parameter 
γ and the entire function H(−�Λ) will be shortly defined. The capital N is defined to be the 
following function of the spacetime dimension D: 2N + 4 = Dodd + 1 in odd dimensions and 
2N + 4 = Deven in even dimensions in order to avoid fractional powers of the d’Alembertian 
operator. Finally, the entire function V −1(z) ≡ expH(z) (z ≡ −�Λ ≡ −�/Λ2) satisfies the fol-
lowing general conditions [3]:

(i) V −1(z) is real and positive on the real axis and it has no zeros on the whole complex plane 
|z| < +∞. This requirement implies that there are no gauge-invariant poles other than the 
transverse massless physical graviton pole;

(ii) |V −1(z)| has the same asymptotic behavior along the real axis at ±∞;
(iii) There exists Θ > 0 and Θ < π/2, such that asymptotically∣∣V −1(z)

∣∣ → |z|γ+N+1, when |z| → +∞
with γ � Deven/2 and γ � (Dodd − 1)/2 respectively, (4)

for the complex values of z in the conical regions C defined by:

C = {z | −Θ < arg z < +Θ,π − Θ < arg z < π + Θ}.
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The last condition is necessary to achieve the maximum convergence of the theory in the UV 
regime. The necessary asymptotic behavior is imposed not only on the real axis, but also on 
the conical regions, that surround it. In an Euclidean spacetime, the condition (ii) is not strictly 
necessary if (iii) applies.

In D = 4 the minimal theory compatible with the properties (i)–(iii) and finite at the quantum 
level contains only two local extra vertices, namely

Lg = −2κ−2
D

√|g|
×

(
R + Gμν

eH(−�Λ) − 1

� Rμν + s1R
2�γ−2R2 + s2RμνR

μν�γ−2Rρσ Rρσ

)
. (5)

An explicit example of expH(z), that has the properties (i)–(iii) can be easily constructed [3],

V −1(z) ≡ eH(z) = exp

( +∞∑
n=1

(−1)n+1p(z)2n

2nn!

)
= e

1
2 [Γ (0,p(z)2)+γE+log(p(z)2)] (6)

= e
1
2 [Γ (0,p(z)2)+γE ]∣∣p(z)

∣∣ = e
γE
2

∣∣p(z)
∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸

V −1∞ (z)

+ (
e

1
2 Γ (0,p(z)2) − 1

)
e

γE
2

∣∣p(z)
∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸

V −1(z)−V −1∞ (z)

, (7)

where the equality between (6) and (7) is correct only on the real axis. The polynomial p(z) of 
degree γ + N + 1 is such that p(0) = 0, which gives the correct low energy limit of our theory. 
In (6), (7) γE ≈ 0.577216 is the Euler–Mascheroni constant and Γ (0, z) = ∫ +∞

z
dt e−t /t is the 

incomplete gamma function with its first argument vanishing. The angle Θ defining cones C
turns out to be π/(4(γ + N + 1)). A crucial property of the form factor for the convergence of 
the theory in UV is that on the real axis

V −1(z) → V −1∞ (z) = e
γE
2

∣∣p(z)
∣∣, when |z| → +∞

and lim|z|→+∞

(
V −1(z)

e
γE
2 |p(z)|

− 1

)
zn = 0 ∀n ∈ N. (8)

This can be easily justified by expanding to the next to leading order for large z (or equivalently 
for large values of the polynomial p(z)). The form factor on the real axis reads:

V −1(z) = e
e−p(z)2 ( 1

2p(z)2
− 1

2p(z)4
+O( 1

p(z)6
))
e

γE
2

∣∣p(z)
∣∣, (9)

V −1(z) − V −1∞ (z)

=
(

e−p(z)2
(

1

2p(z)2
− 1

2p(z)4
+ O

(
1

p(z)6

))
+ O

(
e−2p(z)2))

e
γE
2

∣∣p(z)
∣∣, (10)

lim|z|→+∞ e
1
2 Γ (0,p(z)2) = 1, because p(z)2 → +∞ when |z| → +∞. (11)

2.1. Propagator

Splitting the spacetime metric into the flat Minkowski background ημν and the fluctuation 
hμν defined by gμν = ημν + κDhμν , we can expand the Lagrangian (1) to the second order in 
hμν . The result of this expansion together with a gauge-fixing term LGF reads [52]:

Lquad +LGF = 1
hμνOμν,ρσ hρσ , (12)
2
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where the kinetic operator O is made of two terms. The first one comes from the quadratic 
expansion of (5) and the other one from the following usual harmonic gauge-fixing term 
LGF = ξ−1∂νhνμω(−�Λ)∂ρhρμ, where ω(−�Λ) is a weight functional [53,54]. Obviously the 
d’Alembertian operator in Lquad and in the weight ω must be conceived on the flat spacetime. 
Inverting the operator O [52], we find the two-point function in the harmonic gauge (∂μhμν = 0),

O−1 = V (k2/Λ2)

k2

(
P (2) − P (0)

D − 2

)
+ ξ(2P (1) + P̄ (0))

2k2ω(k2/Λ2)
. (13)

The tensorial indices for the operator O−1 and the projectors {P (0), P (2), P (1), P̄ (0)} have been 
omitted. The above projectors are defined by [52,56]:

P (2)
μν,ρσ (k) = 1

2
(θμρθνσ + θμσ θνρ) − 1

D − 1
θμνθρσ ,

P (1)
μν,ρσ (k) = 1

2
(θμρωνσ + θμσ ωνρ + θνρωμσ + θνσ ωμρ),

P (0)
μν,ρσ (k) = 1

D − 1
θμνθρσ , P̄ (0)

μν,ρσ (k) = ωμνωρσ , (14)

where θμν = ημν − kμkν/k2 and ωμν = kμkν/k2.
The tensorial structure in (13) is the same of Einstein gravity, but the multiplicative form 

factor V (−�Λ) makes the theory strongly convergent without the need to modify the spectrum 
or introducing instabilities.

3. Strict analysis of quantum divergences

Let us then examine the UV behavior of the quantum theory and what operators in the action 
are source of divergences. Assuming the form factor to be asymptotically polynomial (7), the 
most general multidimensional Lagrangian density (1) reads,1

Lg = LKinetic − 2κ̃−2
D V + λ̄, (15)

LKinetic ≡ − 2

κ2
D

R − 2Gμν

eH(−�Λ) − 1

κ̃2
D� Rμν +LQ,

LQ =
N∑

n=0

[
(an − ãn)R�nR + (bn − b̃n)Rμν�nRμν

]
,

V ≡ − κ̃2
D

2
V< + V>< + VK,

V< ≡
∑

i

c
(3)
3,i

(
R3)

i
+ . . . +

N+2∑
k=3

∑
i

c
(N+2)
k,i

(∇2(N+2−k)Rk
)
i

1 In D = 4 the Lagrangian density reads:

Lg = λ̄ − 2

κ2
4

R − 2Gμν
eH(−�Λ) − 1

κ̃2
4 � Rμν + (a0 − ã0)R2 + (b0 − b̃0)R2

μν − 2s1

κ̃2
4

R2�γ−2R2

− 2s2

κ̃2
4

RμνRμν�γ−2Rρσ Rρσ .
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=
N+2∑
j=3

j∑
k=3

∑
i

c
(j)
k,i

(∇2(j−k)Rk
)
i
,

V>< ≡
N+3∑
k=3

∑
i

d
(N+3)
k,i

(∇2(N+3−k)Rk
)
i
+ . . . +

γ+N+1∑
k=3

∑
i

d
(γ+N+1)

k,i

(∇2(γ+N+1−k)Rk
)
i

=
γ+N+1∑
j=N+3

j∑
k=3

∑
i

d
(j)
k,i

(∇2(j−k)Rk
)
i
,

VK, general =
γ+N+2∑

k=3

∑
i

sk,i

(∇2(γ+N+2−k)Rk
)
i
,

where we also introduced all possible local quadratic terms in the curvature up to 2N +4 deriva-
tives. As will be clear shortly only the following coupling constants are subject to renormalization

αi ≡ {
λ̄, κ−2

D ,an, bn, c
(3)
k,i , . . . , c

(N+2)
k,i

}
. (16)

At classical level we choose the following identification

αi = const = { ˜̄λ, κ̃−2
D , ãn, b̃n, c̃

(3)
k,i , . . . , c̃

(N+2)
k,i

}
(17)

and the action (15) reduces to the unitary theory (1).
At quantum level we face with two possibilities. If the theory is finite all the beta functions 

vanish, we have scale invariance and the classical identification (17) is valid also at the quantum 

level. If the theory is renormalizable, then the parameters ˜̄λ, κ̃−2
D , ãn, b̃n and c̃(j)

k,i in (15) are just 
the initial conditions for renormalization group equations of the running coupling constants λ̄, 
κ−2
D , an, bn, c(j)

k,i . The operators R, LQ, V< will be multiplied by the logarithm of the energy 
scale μ coming from the running of all the coupling constants αi(μ). However, these contribu-
tions can be absorbed in the finite parts of the one-loop effective action, which involve the same 
operators R, LQ, V< with log(−�/μ2) in between. This a consequence of the renormalization 
group invariance as we will show explicitly at the end of this section.

For the coupling constants c(j)
k,i , the lower index “i” runs over all possible operators with a 

fixed power of curvature and fixed number of derivatives on the metric enumerated by 2j ∈
[6, 2N + 4]. For the constant parameters d(j)

k,i , the lower index “i” labels similarly all possible 
operators with a number of derivatives on the metric in the range 2j ∈ [2N + 6, 2γ + 2N + 2]. 
Index “k” counts the overall power of covariant curvature in a term. All the operators in V< and 
V>< are at least cubic in curvature.

In the high energy regime, the graviton propagator in momentum space schematically scales as

O−1(k) ∼ 1

k2γ+2N+4
in the UV. (18)

The vertices can be collected in four different sets, that may involve or not the entire functions 
expH(z). In what follows we omit the tensor indices to make the analysis slender. The first set 
comes from the operators in V< and LQ,

set 1 : R,R2,R3,R�R, . . . ,RN+2,R�NR
�⇒ hm

(
∂2h

)
, hm

(
∂2h

)2
, hm

(
∂2h

)3
, . . . , hm

(
∂2h

)N+2
. (19)
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The above operators can not give origin to divergences for the integer γ > D/2. The second set 
derives from the form factor expH , namely it contains the operators involving

set 2 : RexpH(−�Λ)

� R �⇒ hm
(
∂2h

)p(−�Λ)

�
(
∂2h

)
. (20)

These operators for sure give contribution to the divergences, because they scale like the propa-
gator. The third set originates from the operators involved in the potential VK ,

set 3 : RD
2 ∇2γ−4R2 �⇒ hm

(
∂2h

)D
2 ∇2γ−4(∂2h

)2
. (21)

Even in this case we have non-zero contribution to the divergences.
The last set comes from the potential V><

set 4 : RN+3, . . . ,Rγ+N,Rγ+N+1RN+2�γ−3R,RN+2�γ−2R
�⇒ hm

(
∂2h

)N+2�γ−3(∂2h
)
, hm

(
∂2h

)N+2�γ−2(∂2h
)
. (22)

The subset of operators O((∂ρgμν)
2γ ) in V>< can also contribute to the divergences (see the last 

two operators in (22)). In (19)–(22) the exponent “m” comes from the operators expansion in the 
graviton field.

From the propagator (18) and the vertices (19)–(22), an upper bound on the superficial degree 
of divergence in a spacetime of even or odd dimension reads

ω(G)even = Deven − 2γ (L − 1), (23)

ω(G)odd = Dodd − (2γ + 1)(L − 1). (24)

In (24) we used the topological relation between vertices V , internal lines I and number of loops 
L: I = V + L − 1. Thus, if γ > Deven/2 or γ > (Dodd − 1)/2, in the theory only one-loop
divergences survive. Therefore, the theory is super-renormalizable [4,17–21] and only a finite 
number of coupling constants is renormalized in the action (15), i.e. κ−2

D , λ̄, an, bn together with 
the finite number of couplings in the potential V<.

Let us now expand on the one-loop divergences for the case p(z) = zγ+N+1. The main diver-
gent integrals contributing to the one-loop effective action have the following form∫

dDk

(2π)D

{
s∏

i=1

1

(k + pi)2n

}
P2sn(k). (25)

P2sn(k) is a polynomial function of degree 2sn in the momentum k (generally it also depends 
on the external momenta p̄a), pi = ∑i

a=1 p̄a . The positive integer n is: n = γ + N + 2 for hμν , 
n = 1 for the ghosts C, C̄ and n = γ + N + 1 for the third ghost bα (the gauge fixing and ghost 
action will be explicitly defined in the next section). We can write, as usual,

s∏
i=1

1

(k + pi)2n
= c

1∫
0

(
s∏

i=1

xn−1
i dxi

)
δ

(
1 −

s∑
i=1

xi

)
1

[k′ 2 + M2]ns
,

k′ = k +
s∑

i=1

xipi, M2 =
s∑

i=1

p2
i xi −

(
s∑

i=1

xipi

)2

,

where c = const. In (25) we move outside the convergent integrals in xi and we replace k′ with k∫
dDk

D

P ′(k,pi, xi)2ns

2 2 ns
. (26)
(2π) (k + M )
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Using Lorentz invariance and neglecting the argument xi , we replace the polynomial
P ′(k, pi, xi)2ns with a polynomial of degree n × s in k2, namely P ′′(k2, pi)ns . Therefore the 
integral (26) reduces to∫

dDk

(2π)D

P ′′(k2,pi)ns

(k2 + M2)ns
. (27)

We can decompose the polynomial P ′′(k2, pi)ns in a product of external and internal momenta 
in order to obtain the divergent contributions

P ′′(k2,pi

)
ns

=
[D/2]∑
�=0

α�(pi)k
2ns−2� = k2nsα0 + k2ns−2α1(pi) + k2ns−4α2(pi) + . . . . (28)

Given p(z) = zγ+N+1 and switching off V><, if all the vertices but one come from set 2 in 
(20) or set 3 in (21), then the integral (27) does not give any logarithmic divergence. We find 
logarithmic divergences only when all the vertices come from set 2 in (20) or set 3 in (21) and 
then the contribution to the amplitude follows from (27) and Eq. (28), namely

[D/2]∑
�=0

∫
dDk

(2π)D

α�(pi)k
2ns−2�

(k2 + M2)ns
=

[D/2]∑
�=0

iα�(pi)(M
2)

D
2 −�

(4π)
D
2

Γ (� − D
2 )Γ (ns − � + D

2 )

Γ (D
2 )Γ (ns)

.

The counterterms, all having the same mass dimension, are elements of the following set,{
1

ε

(
RN+2)

i
,

1

ε

(∇2RN+1)
i
, . . . ,

1

ε

(∇2NR2)
i

}

=
{

1

ε

(∇2(N+2−k)Rk
)
i
: 2 ≤ k ≤ N + 2, k ∈N

}
, (29)

where ε = D − 4 is the UV cutoff in dimensional regularization. The outcome is that, for big 
enough γ , we have counterterms only at the order RN+2. This observation is a first step in the 
direction to find a finite quantum theory. For example, in D = 4 the counterterms are R2 and R2

μν , 
but there are no divergent contributions proportional to R or λ̄ (cosmological constant). This is 
a property of the theory defined by the particular polynomial p(z) = zγ+N+1 and V>< = 0. 
However, if we assume the more general polynomial

pγ+N+1(z) = aNzγ+N+1 + . . . + aN− D
2
zγ+N+1− D

2 (30)

and/or we switch on V><, then the other couplings are also renormalized due to counterterms 
with less derivatives.

3.1. Renormalization and asymptotic freedom

The renormalized Lagrangian in the multiplicative renormalization scheme reads as follows,

LRen
g = LRen

Kinetic − 2κ̃−2
D VRen + Zλ̄λ̄,

LRen
Kinetic ≡ −

2Z
κ−2
D

κ2
D

R − 2Gμν

eH(−�Λ) − 1

κ̃2
D� Rμν +LRen

Q ,

LRen
Q =

N∑[
(Zanan − ãn)R�nR + (Zbnbn − b̃n)Rμν�nRμν

]
,

n=0
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VRen ≡ − κ̃2
D

2
V Ren

< + V>< + VK,

V Ren
< =

N+2∑
j=3

j∑
k=3

∑
i

Z
c
(j)
k,i

c
(j)
k,i

(∇2(j−k)Rk
)
i
,

V>< =
γ+N+1∑
j=N+3

j∑
k=3

∑
i

d
(j)
k,i

(∇2(j−k)Rk
)
i
,

VK =
N+4∑
k=4

∑
i

sk,i

(∇2(γ+N+2−k)Rk
)
i
, (31)

while the potentials V>< and VK are not subject to renormalization. In the formula above we 
already wrote a minimal form of the killer potential VK .

We now expand on the renormalization of the Lagrangian in (15) and the running of the 
coupling constants. We start with the classical action written in terms of renormalized couplings 
and then we add counterterms to subtract divergences. The counterterms may be displayed by 
explicitly adding and subtracting the classical action in LRen (31),

LRen = Lg +Lct = Lg − 2(Z
κ−2
D

− 1)κ−2
D R + (Zλ̄ − 1)λ̄

+
N+2∑
j=3

j∑
k=3

∑
i

(Z
c
(j)
k,i

− 1)c
(j)
k,i

(∇2(j−k)Rk
)
i

+
N∑

n=0

[
(Zan − 1)anR�nR + (Zbn − 1)bnRμν�nRμν

]
, (32)

where Lct is the Lagrangian of the counterterms. In dimensional regularization, the latter La-
grangian looks like

Lct = 1

ε

[
−2β

κ−2
D

R + βλ̄ +
N+2∑
j=3

j∑
k=3

∑
i

β
c
(j)
k,i

(∇2(j−k)Rk
)
i

+
N∑

n=0

(
βanR�nR + βbnRμν�nRμν

)]
, (33)

where β
κ−2
D

, βλ̄, βan, βbn, βc
(3)
k,i

, . . . , β
c
(N+2)
k,i

are the beta functions of the theory. Since the one-loop 

Green functions obtained from the effective action must be finite when ε → 0, the counterterms 
Lagrangian is related to the divergent part of the effective Lagrangian by Lct = −Ldiv. The effec-
tive action and the beta functions can be calculated using the techniques developed by Barvinsky 
and Vilkovisky in [55]. Comparing (32) and (33), we find

(Zαi
− 1)αi = 1

ε
βαi

�⇒ Zαi
= 1 + 1

ε
βαi

1

αi

, (34)

where αi is any of the coupling constants (16). The bare αB
i and the renormalized αi coupling 

constants come together in αB
i = αiZαi

. All the βi functions flow to constants in the UV regime, 
because no divergences come from the vertices in set 1 (19). The resulting beta functions are in-
dependent of the coupling constants αi and they only depend on the parameters sk,i , d

(j) together 
k,i
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with the coefficients ai in the polynomial (30). Therefore, it is very simple to solve exactly the 
renormalization group equations in the UV regime:

dαi

dt
= βi(αi), t := log

(
μ

μ0

)
. (35)

In this way we obtain the following running for the coupling constants αi:

αi(μ) ∼ αi(μ0) + βit. (36)

This means, that expressed in the inverse couplings our theory is asymptotically free (running 
couplings reach zero in infinite energy scale limit). The answer to the question, whether β

κ−2
D

and βλ̄ are both positive will be published in a separate paper.
Finally the renormalized one-loop effective action in the UV including the finite logarithmic 

contributions and assuming renormalization group initial conditions (17) reads

LRen
1-loop ≡ − 2

κ2
D(μ0)

(
R + Gμν

eH(−�Λ) − 1

� Rμν

)
− β

κ−2
D

log
(
μ2/μ2

0

)
R − β

κ−2
D

log
(−�/μ2)R

+ 1

2

N∑
n=0

[
βan log

(
μ2

μ2
0

)
R�nR + βanR�n log

(−�
μ2

)
R

+ βbn log

(
μ2

μ2
0

)
Rμν�nRμν + βbnRμν�n log

(−�
μ2

)
Rμν

]

+ 1

2

N+2∑
j=3

j∑
k=3

∑
i

[
c
(j)
k,i (μ0) + β

c
(j)
k,i

log

(
μ2

μ2
0

)
+ β

c
(j)
k,i

log

(−�
μ2

0

)](∇2(j−k)Rk
)
i

− 2κ̃−2
D (V>< + VK) +Lct. (37)

The renormalization group invariance enables us to simplify the action to the following form

LRen
1-loop ≡ − 2

κ2
D(μ0)

(
R + Gμν

eH(−�Λ) − 1

� Rμν

)

+ 1

2

N∑
n=0

[
βanR�n log

(−�
μ2

0

)
R + βbnRμν�n log

(−�
μ2

0

)
Rμν

]

+ 1

2

N+2∑
j=3

j∑
k=3

∑
i

β
c
(j)
k,i

log

(−�
μ2

0

)(∇2(j−k)Rk
)
i
− 2κ̃−2

D (V>< + VK) +Lct, (38)

where we assumed, that c(3)
k,i (μ0) = . . . = c

(N+2)
k,i (μ0) = 0. We can equivalently move such initial 

conditions in the logarithms of operators from the last line by using the property a = exp(loga). 
In two formulas above we used a schematic notation for higher than quadratic in curvature terms, 
where the action of log(−�

2 ) operator should not be understood as a total derivative.

μ0
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4. Quantum modern gravity

In the previous section we showed unitarity around flat spacetime and power-counting con-
vergence of the amplitudes beyond one loop. In this section we quantize the four-dimensional 
theory defined by (5) in the path-integral formulation. Using the background field method we 
extract the divergent contribution to the one-loop effective action. Finally we will show, that the 
theory doesn’t contain any perturbative divergences even at one loop by proper choice of the cur-
vature potential VK . For this task, the property (7) allows us to focus just on the UV limit of (5). 
Moreover, without loss of generality, we can consistently fix V< = 0, and set to zero the coef-
ficients for the operators anR�nR and bnRμν�nRμν in LQ (these operators are renormalized 
only if we have one-loop divergences). We also assume that V>< = 0, because this term is not 
generated at the quantum level. The action of the theory, which we are going to quantize finally 
reads:

Lg = − 2

κ2
D

√|g|
(

R + Gμν

e
γE
2 p(−�Λ)

� Rμν + VK

)
with p(z) = zγ+N+1. (39)

In the background field method the metric gμν is split into a background metric ḡμν and a 
quantum fluctuation hμν

gμν = ḡμν + hμν. (40)

Sometimes below we will denote these metrics by g, ḡ and h without writing covariant indices 
explicitly. Additionally from now on we will not speak about the full metric g and for simplicity 
of notation the background metric will be denoted by g, hoping that this will not lead to any con-
fusion. In our theory diffeomorphism gauge invariance is present and this is the reason, why we 
have to fix the gauge and in the quantization procedure we introduce FP ghosts. The gauge-fixing
and FP-ghost actions are as follows

Sgf =
∫

dDx
√−g χμCμνχν, χμ = ∇σ hσ

μ − βg∇μh,

Cμν = − 1

αg

(
gμν� + γg∇μ∇ν − ∇ν∇μ

)�N+γ
Λ ,

Sgh =
∫

dDx
√−g

[
C̄αMα

βCβ + bαCαβbβ

]
, Mα

β = �δα
β + ∇β∇α − 2βg∇α∇β. (41)

In (41) we used a covariant gauge fixing with weight function Cμν [36]. The gauge-fixing param-
eters βg and γg are dimensionless, while [αg] = M4−D . We notice right here that in our theory 
the beta functions are independent of these gauge parameters (see [36] for a rigorous proof).

The partition function with the right functional measure compatible with BRST invariance 
[38–40] reads

Z[g] =
∫

μ(g,h)
∏
μ�ν

Dhμν

∏
α

DC̄α

∏
β

DCβ
∏
γ

Dbγ ei
∫

dDx[Lg+Lgf+Lgh]. (42)

At one loop we can evaluate the functional integral and express the partition function as a product 
of determinants, namely

Z[g] = eiSg[g]
{

Det

[
δ2(Sg[g + h] + Sgf[g + h]) ∣∣∣∣

]}− 1
2 (

DetMα
β

)(
DetCμν

) 1
2 .
δhμνδhρσ h=0
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By symbol Sg[g] we understand classical functional of the gravitational action of the theory. 
To calculate the one-loop effective action we need first to expand the action plus the gauge-fixing 
term to the second order in the quantum fluctuation hμν

Ĥμν,ρσ = δ2Sg

δhμνδhρσ

∣∣∣∣
h=0

+ δχδ

δhμν

Cδτ δχτ

δhρσ

∣∣∣∣
h=0

. (43)

The explicit calculation of the full operator Ĥ goes beyond the scope of this paper, because here 
we are interested only in showing finiteness of the theory (5). Therefore, from here on besides 
assuming the polynomial in (30) to be zγ+N+1, we restrict to D = 4, hence N = 0. In this case, 
as explicitly showed in the previous section, all the beta functions vanish except for

βR2
μν

and βR2 . (44)

The Lagrangian density (39) for odd values of the integer γ (this technical requirement avoids 
the absolute value in the action defined along the real axis) reduces to

Lg = −2κ−2
4

√|g|
(

R + Gμν

e
γE
2 �γ

Λ

Λ2
Rμν + VK

)
= −2κ−2

4

√|g|[R + ω1R�γ R + ω2Rμν�γ Rμν + s1R
2�γ−2R2

+ s2RμνR
μν�γ−2Rρσ Rρσ

]
, (45)

where ω2 = −2ω1 = eγE/2/Λ2γ+2. (46)

Even with these simplifications the operator Ĥ is very complicated, but for a rigorous proof of 
finiteness it is sufficient to calculate the second variation of the terms in the potential VK . In the 
second line above we already listed the minimal set of operators (in D = 4) needed to make the 
theory finite. We will show by an explicit computation that the tensorial structure of these terms is 
proper for our goal and we will find values for the coefficients s1 and s2. Since we are interested 
in the contributions to the one-loop beta functions, then the two local operators coming from the 
potential (second line in (45)) can only give quadratic contributions (in gravitational curvatures) 
to the variation and do not interfere with the other operators (to this order in curvature expan-
sion). In other words only the two Feynman diagrams linear in s1 and s2 give a non-vanishing 
contribution to the beta functions (44). Since we are interested in the finite theory of quantum 
gravity, then we can concentrate on these terms.

Following [36] we can recast (43) in the following compact form

Ĥμν,αβ =
(

ω2

4
gμ(ρgν)σ − ω2(ω2 + 4ω1)

16ω1
gμνgρσ

)
× {

δαβ
ρσ �γ+2 + Vρσ

αβ,λ1...λ2γ+2∇λ1 . . .∇λ2γ+2

+ Wρσ
αβ,λ1...λ2γ+1∇λ1 . . .∇λ2γ+1 + Uρσ

αβ,λ1...λ2γ ∇λ1 . . .∇λ2γ
+ O

(∇2γ−1)},
(47)

where δρσ
μν ≡ δ

(ρ
μ δ

σ)
ν ≡ 1

2 (δ
ρ
μδσ

ν + δσ
μδ

ρ
ν ) and the tensors V , W and U depend on curvature tensors 

of the background metric and its covariant derivatives. In (47) the pre-factor in round brackets 
(called deWitt metric) does not give any contribution to the divergences and therefore it can 
be omitted. The tensor V is linear in curvature tensor, while the tensor U takes contributions 
quadratic in curvature (R2). We obtain expressions for U , V and W tensors by contracting with 
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the inverse deWitt metric and extracting at the end covariant derivatives. They have the canonical 
position of matrix indices (two down followed by two up) thanks to the application of this metric 
in the field fluctuation space. We will concentrate mostly on the tensor U , because only that 
one carries in contributions to the divergent part from the potential in curvature in our case. 
Corresponding formulas for the tensor before the multiplication by the inverse deWitt metric 
will be decorated with a prime after the name of this tensor.

Here the goal is to make the theory finite engaging a sufficient number of hit men to kill the 
one-loop contributions to the beta functions. As explained above, the two operators in the local 
potential (45)

s1R
2�γ−2R2 and s2RμνR

μν�γ−2Rρσ Rρσ , (48)

can be good murderers of the beta functions for the two terms, that are quadratic in curvatures. 
The reader can easily see, that they still do their job despite their quite simple structure. Impor-
tantly they really can kill both beta functions from (44), because their contributions do not vanish 
and have proper tensorial structure in curvature tensors. In the last part of the paper we will give 
the details of this pretty short computation.

The one-loop effective action is defined by [36]

Γ (1)[g] = −i logZ[g] = Sg[g] + i

2
ln Det(Ĥ ) − i ln Det(M̂) − i

2
ln Det(Ĉ).

Once the relevant contributions to the operator Ĥ are known we can apply the Barvinsky–
Vilkovisky method [55] to extract the divergent part of ln Det(Ĥμν,αβ).

Now using the identity ln Det(Ĥ ) = Tr ln Ĥ we have the contribution from killers to the one-
loop action

Tr ln Ĥμν,αβ ⊃ Tr

(
Uρσ

αβ,λ1...λ2γ ∇λ1 . . .∇λ2γ

1

�γ+2

)
+ O

(∇kRieml , k + 2l > 4
)
. (49)

We are interested in finding a finite theory of quantum gravity, therefore we concentrate on the U
tensor, which contains operators quadratic in the curvature, but linear in s1 and s2. The resulting 
beta functions are linear in the parameters s1 and s2, because from the killer operators (48) we 
do not get divergent one-loop Feynman graphs, if we have more than one external leg. Namely 
we write schematically that

βR2 := a1s1 + a2s2 + c1,

βR2
μν

:= b2s2 + c2. (50)

We will see by explicit calculation, that the operator with scalar curvatures does not give rise to 
contribution to the second beta function as reported above. The coefficients a1, a2, b2 come from 
traces in (49). What we need to show finiteness of the theory is to find the trace of the opera-
tors in (48), when included to Ĥ . Traces of all the other terms present in the second variational 
operator Ĥ only give contribution to the constants c1 and c2. Due to dimensional reasons the co-
efficients a1, a2, b2 are functions of kinetic part parameters ω1 and ω2. The two quartic operators 
in (48) are independent, they will give a different non-zero contribution to the beta functions. 
The constants c1 and c2 come from the contributions of other vertices and propagators in (45). 
More generally they can be viewed as functions of a dimensionless ratio ω2/ω1, which is equal 
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−2 in our theory. Looking back at (50) we immediately conclude, that the beta functions can be 
made vanish for real values of the parameters s1 and s2 such that

s1 = −c1b2 − c2a2

a1b2
and s2 = − c2

b2
. (51)

4.1. Explicit computation of the coefficients s1 and s2

In this subsection we will explicitly derive the coefficients a1, a2 and b2. However we will 
not need to find functions c1 and c2 to show the finiteness of the theory. For this task we first 
need the second variation of the operators (48) and then after contraction with the inverse deWitt 
metric we will be ready to evaluate the traces in (49) using the Barvinsky–Vilkovisky technology. 
We emphasize moreover, that all the couplings involved in the expression for the beta functions 
do not run with the energy scale as it was explained in the previous section.

Let us now start computing explicitly the second variation of the first operator quartic in the 
curvature: R2�γ−2R2. For our purposes we need 2γ covariant derivatives acting between metric 
fluctuations, while the outcome of the variation must contain terms quadratic in the background 
curvature. For this operator the computation leading to contributions to U ′ is exactly the same 
like for the case of the higher derivative kinetic term with �γ (U in (47) is obtained by multipli-
cation of U ′ with the inverse deWitt metric). Here however the result is additionally multiplied 
by R2. Luckily we have no problem with self-adjointness, Leibniz expansion, neither with com-
mutations of derivatives for this contribution. Exploiting integration by parts under the integral, 
the final expression for the second variation is made of just four terms, namely

δ2(R2�γ−2R2)
= 8R2(h�γ h − h∇μ∇ν�γ−1hμν − hμν∇μ∇ν�γ−1h + hμν∇μ∇ν∇ρ∇σ�γ−2hρσ

)
+ O

(∇kRieml , k + 2l > 4
)
. (52)

Thus the operator of the second variational derivative reads as follows

Ĥ αβ,ζ δ = 8R2(gαβgζδ�γ − gαβ∇ζ ∇δ�γ−1 − gζδ∇α∇β�γ−1 + ∇α∇β∇ζ ∇δ�γ−2)
+ O

(∇kRieml , k + 2l > 4
)
. (53)

In general situation the contribution of U ′ to the operator Ĥ in (47) is with four derivatives:

U ′ αβ,ζ δ,λ1λ2λ3λ4∇λ1∇λ2∇λ3∇λ4�γ−2 ⊂ Ĥ αβ,ζ δ. (54)

In our special case we find, that U ′ (which comes with �γ−2) is:

U ′ αβ,ζ δ,λ1λ2λ3λ4

= 8R2(gαβgζδgλ1λ2gλ3λ4 − gαβgλ3λ4gζλ1gδλ2 − gζδgλ3λ4gαλ1gβλ2

+ gαλ1gβλ2gζλ3gδλ4
) + O

(∇kRieml , k + 2l > 4
)
. (55)

The inverse deWitt metric in our theory has the following compact form

Cηθ,αβ = y1gηθgαβ + y2gη(αgβ)θ , y1 = − x1
, and y2 = 1

, (56)

x2(Dx1 + x2) x2
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where x1 and x2 are the corresponding coefficients of the deWitt metric as appearing in (47). 
Hence in D = 4 we have explicitly

y1 = − 4ω1 + ω2

2ω2(3ω1 + ω2)
, y2 = 2

ω2
. (57)

Multiplying (55) from the left by the inverse metric in field space we finally get the following 
contribution to U ,

Uηθ
ζδ,λ1λ2λ3λ4

= 4R2{y2g
λ1

ηg
λ2

θ

(
gζλ3gδλ4 − gζδgλ3λ4

)
− gηθ

[
y1g

ζλ3gδλ4gλ1λ2 − (
(4y1 + y2)g

ζλ1gδλ2 − (3y1 + y2)g
ζδgλ1λ2

)
gλ3λ4

]}
+ O

(∇kRieml , k + 2l > 4
)
. (58)

We are sure that at this order in curvature there is no interference between U and the matrix 
operators V and W , because the contribution above is already quadratic in curvature.

Let us calculate the variation of the second killer in (48). The computation of this variation is 
only a bit more involved, because of the tensorial structure. The main task of the second murderer 
is to kill the beta function for the tensorial operator βR2

μν
. Its structure was engineered specially 

for this. There is of course a possibility that this term also contributes partially to the beta function 
for the scalar curvature squared term. But this only means, that our chosen two murderers must 
create a linear combination to achieve their goals. The contribution of the second killer to the U ′
operator is made of nine terms. Here we have the linear superposition principle at work, i.e. the 
contribution from the sum of terms is the sum of each term contributions. The form of the second 
variation for this operator is given explicitly by:

δ2(R2
μν�γ−2R2

μν

)
= 2RμνRρσ

(
hμν�γ hρσ + hμν∇ρ∇σ�γ−1h + h∇ρ∇σ�γ−1hμν

− 2hμν∇ρ∇τ�γ−1hστ − 2hστ∇ρ∇τ�γ−1hμν + h∇μ∇ν∇ρ∇σ�γ−2h

− 2h∇μ∇ν∇ρ∇τ�γ−2hστ − 2hστ∇μ∇ν∇ρ∇τ�γ−2h

+ 4hμτ∇ν∇σ ∇τ∇υ�γ−2hρυ

) + O
(∇kRieml , k + 2l > 4

)
. (59)

Thus the contribution to the operator of the second variational derivative derived from this term is:

Ĥ αβ,ζ δ

= 2
(
RαβRζδ�γ + RαβRρσ gζδ∇ρ∇σ�γ−1 + RζδRρσ gαβ∇ρ∇σ�γ−1

− 2RαβRρζ ∇ρ∇δ�γ−1 − 2RζδRρα∇ρ∇β�γ−1

+ RμνRρσ gαβgζδ∇μ∇ν∇ρ∇σ�γ−2 − 2RμνRρζ gαβ∇μ∇ν∇ρ∇δ�γ−2

− 2RμνRραgζδ∇μ∇ν∇ρ∇β�γ−2 + 4RανRζσ ∇ν∇σ ∇β∇δ�γ−2)
+ O

(∇kRieml , k + 2l > 4
)
, (60)

and the contribution to the U ′ operator is following:

U ′αβ,ζ δ,λ1λ2λ3λ4

= 2
(
RαβRζδgλ1λ2gλ3λ4 + RαβRλ1λ2gζδgλ3λ4 + RζδRλ1λ2gαβgλ3λ4

− 2RαβRλ1ζ gλ3λ4gδλ2 − 2RζδRλ1αgβλ2gλ3λ4 + Rλ1λ2Rλ3λ4gαβgζδ
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− 2Rλ1λ2Rλ3ζ gαβgδλ4 − 2Rλ1λ2Rλ3αgζδgβλ4 + 4Rαλ1Rζλ2gβλ3gδλ4
)

+ O
(∇kRieml , k + 2l > 4

)
. (61)

We decided not to write the full expression for U operator in this case, because of its length. 
The structure is very similar to the previously encountered one for the first operator with scalar 
curvatures.

Of course the contribution of the operators (48) to the divergent part of the effective action 
is quadratic in curvature and linear in the coefficients s1 and s2. In consequence we restricted 
the computation of the second variation to order quadratic in curvature, because by performing 
the functional traces and taking their divergent part, we only increase or remain with the same 
power in curvatures. These contributions to the divergent part depend also on the coefficients ω1
and ω2 multiplying the operators R�γ R and Rμν�γ Rμν in the action. The dependence on ω1
and ω2 appears here, when we multiply by the inverse deWitt metric. The parameters ω1 and ω2
enter in the denominators of the coefficients y1 and y2 as shown in (57). However, this additional 
nonlinear dependence is not a problem for us, because we only want to determine the coefficients 
s1 and s2 in front of the killers. And the killers give to the beta functions only a linear contribution 
in s1, s2, so at the end we only have to solve a two-dimensional system of linear equations (50).

Although the finiteness of the theory as presented here is based on a particular choice of 
the coefficients si (i = 1, 2), our result has a universal character. We can add more operators 
to the action (5), therefore increasing the dimension of the parameter space, likely maintaining 
the theory finite. They will all be added to the curvature potential VK . In this paper we mainly 
consider the minimal curvature potential, able to kill the beta functions for the counterterms of 
operators quadratic in curvatures R2

μν and R2. However in general we can add a maximal, but 
finite number of operators still having a finite quantum gravity. This point is expanded towards 
the end of this section.

Now we want to report final results about traces of the killers. All contributions are usually 
multiplied by the divergent coefficient depending on the regularization scheme (in report paper 
[55] this is i log(L2)/(16π2), where L is a cutoff scale). As we expected the first killer con-
tributes only to the divergent term proportional to the operator R2. Tracing the first killer we find 
the additional non-zero factor

12

3ω1 + ω2
, (62)

originating basically from the deWitt metric.
The trace of the second killer has a bit more interesting structure and it is correct to expect, that 

it gives contributions to both beta functions in (44). For the divergent contribution proportional 
to R2 the fraction coming from tracing is:

−10ω1 + ω2

6ω2(3ω1 + ω2)
. (63)

More importantly there is a non-zero factor that multiplies the divergent part with a tensorial 
operator RμνR

μν , namely

20ω1 + 7ω2

3ω2(3ω1 + ω2)
. (64)

We see, that in general all these three contributions are non-zero. It is significant to observe, 
that the condition to have a unitary theory (46) does not deny conditions for these terms to be 
non-vanishing. Hence it is possible to have a unitary, super-renormalizable and finite theory.
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In summary the functional traces for the special operators (48) added to our action amount to

Tr log ĤK1 = i
log(L2)

16π2

12R2

3ω1 + ω2
(65)

from the first killer and

Tr log ĤK2 = i
log(L2)

16π2

( −10ω1 + ω2

6ω2(3ω1 + ω2)
R2 + 20ω1 + 7ω2

3ω2(3ω1 + ω2)
R2

μν

)
from the second killer.

Next we use the identification log(L2)

16π2 = − 1
8π2

1
ε

(from formula (4.38) in [55]) to find finally, 
that the coefficients a1, a2 and b2 are:

a1 = − 1

8π2

6

3ω1 + ω2
, a2 = − 1

8π2

−10ω1 + ω2

12ω2(3ω1 + ω2)
and

b2 = − 1

8π2

20ω1 + 7ω2

6ω2(3ω1 + ω2)
. (66)

The condition (3ω1 +ω2) �= 0 is necessary, if we want the same scaling for all the components 
of the propagator, namely k2γ+4 UV. This particular combination was for the first time pointed 
out in quadratic gravity by Stelle in 1977 [53]. Moreover, we of course require, that ω2 �= 0. 
All these conditions originate from the coefficients of the inverse deWitt metric. They are all 
satisfied, when the standard conditions for the theory hold true. Therefore in this situation all our 
results for traces are well defined. This not only works in D = 4, but is consistently generalized 
to other dimensions with full agreement.

If γ � 3, then the divergent contributions come only at one loop. As already stressed, we as-
sume the polynomial (30) to be restricted to the first monomial zγ+1, then only the vertices 
proportional to ω1 and ω2 in (45) give a contribution to the divergences. In particular there are 
no divergent contributions to the cosmological constant or the Ricci scalar term. Conversely, 
there maybe present other terms quartic or higher in curvature. By adding these other terms we 
must be careful to do not spoil the condition for the renormalizability of the theory, namely the 
number of derivatives of metric in these terms must be bounded by 2γ + 4. However, terms 
higher than quartic do not source the divergent contributions to one-loop effective action in four 
dimension. It turns out, that the divergences in dimension four concentrate only in R2 and R2

μν

terms. To calculate the contributions of all quartic terms is really a formidable task. It is very 
difficult even to algebraically classify all appearing terms. We assume, that they come with co-
efficients (ω3, . . . , ωm) (m is some combinatoric function of γ , but for given γ this is always a 
finite number). In full generality we can only say, that from all these terms (with exception of two 
killers) the contribution to the divergent terms is encoded in two functions c1(ω1, ω2, . . . , ωm)

and c2(ω1, ω2, . . . , ωm) depending linearly on the coefficients of the quartic terms and quite non-
linearly on ω1 and ω2. And here this is already much more general than modest initial goal to 
compute only the full dependence on ω1 and ω2. We know, that because of many theorems (like 
covariance of counterterms [57]) for every gravitational theory these two functions must exist 
(and in principle are computable).

Now, using our two special killers (48) from the set of quartic operators, we can make the 
theory finite for whatever set of coefficients ω1, ω2 (ω2 �= 0 and 3ω1 + ω2 �= 0) and ω3 to ωm. 
For every value of them the functions c1 and c2 are computable and take particular values. Once 
their values are known, then the coefficients s1 and s2 are given by the formulas:

s1 = 2π2(3ω1 + ω2)(40c1ω1 + 10c2ω1 + 14c1ω2 − c2ω2)
,

3(20ω1 + 7ω2)
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s2 = 48π2c2ω2(3ω1 + ω2)

20ω1 + 7ω2
. (67)

The two conditions on the parameters s1 and s2 among m + 2 parameters of the theory in the 
quartic in curvature sector make the theory of quantum gravity finite.

5. Conclusions and remarks

5.1. The results

In this paper we advanced the most general gravitational theory compatible with super-
renormalizability or finiteness together with unitarity. The theory is defined by Eqs. (1)–(3) in a 
multidimensional spacetime and by (5) in D = 4. The action consists of a non-polynomial ki-
netic term with asymptotic polynomial behavior and a local potential of the curvature O(R3). 
It has been explicitly shown, that quantum divergences only occur at one loop and the theory is 
super-renormalizable in any dimension. If we make a specific choice for a restricted number of 
parameters in the potential like in (67), then all the beta functions can be made to vanish and the 
theory turns out to be finite. The result has been explicitly proven in dimension four, but can be 
easily generalized to any dimension.

5.2. Four dimensional theory in a nutshell

In dimension four the whole situation is simple to describe. The highest derivative terms in 
the kinetic part of the action come from the form factor and are of the type R�γR. The two 
coefficients in front of them give the shape to the denominators of the beta functions, because 
these two terms determine the UV behavior of the propagator. For renormalizability γ ≥ 0. If γ =
0, then we have only renormalizability and the divergences must be absorbed at every loop order. 
For γ = 1 we have three-loop super-renormalizability (so no divergences at 4 loops). For γ = 2
we have two-loop super-renormalizability and finally starting from γ = 3 we have one-loop 
super-renormalizability. Therefore, quantum divergences can appear at most at one loop.

Now increasing the value of γ does not improve the situation, however we can ask easily 
for finiteness of the theory. Divergences at one-loop cause the need for the renormalization of 
only the following four terms: λ̄, R, R2 and R2

μν . Let us summarize them in order saying which 
operators contribute to which divergences. We will describe the operators by giving their total 
number of derivatives acting on the metric tensor and giving the number of Riemann curvature 
tensors involved.

About the running of the cosmological constant only the operators quadratic in the curva-
ture have impact. The terms with 2γ derivatives give a contribution linearly proportional to 
their frontal coefficients, while terms with 2γ + 2 derivatives give contributions quadratically 
dependent on their coefficients. As it will be shown elsewhere, it is not possible to find such 
a combination for non-zero values of coefficients of these operators to make the cosmological 
beta function vanish [26].

The running of the Planck scale parameter is simpler. There are two contributions, which 
are linearly proportional to frontal coefficients of the corresponding terms. From the quadratic 
in curvature terms there is one relevant type of terms with 2γ + 2 derivatives. Here also the 
potential contributes with terms cubic in curvature and again with 2γ + 2 derivatives. Therefore, 
it is possible to solve one linear equation expressing the condition for the vanishing of the beta 
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function and to find the values of the coefficients of cubic terms. One cubic killer probably does 
the job of killing this beta function.

The beta functions for terms quadratic in curvatures are complicated, but all of these contri-
butions come from the terms with 2γ + 4 derivatives on the metric. First, there are contributions 
coming from the highest derivative terms in the kinetic part, so with 2γ + 4 derivatives (from 
the two operators of the type R�γR). Dependence on their coefficients is given by quite nonlin-
ear functions. Actually these are rational functions due to the presence of denominators related 
to propagators. Second, there are also contributions quadratically dependent on the coefficients 
of cubic in curvature terms in the potential. Last there are contributions coming from operators 
quartic in curvature. These terms contribute in a linearly dependent way in their coefficients. 
The full system of equations for the two conditions of vanishing of beta functions is rather too 
difficult to solve for every unknown (there are rational, quadratic and linear type of equations). 
However it is fairly easy to solve it for the coefficients of quartic operators, even in the absence 
of cubic operators. And this is exactly, what we did in this paper.

Let us summarize, what we need to make finite a super-renormalizable theory of gravity in 
D = 4. First the coefficients in front of all four terms of the type R�γ−1R and R�γ−2R must 
be set to zero to avoid running of the cosmological constant. This corresponds to the minimal 
choice of the asymptotically polynomial form factor, namely p(z) = zγ+1 + O(zγ−2). Then it 
is optional or to put to zero all frontal coefficients for terms cubic in curvature and with 2γ + 2
derivatives, either to solve the linear equation for vanishing of the beta function for the Newton 
constant. This last option would express one coefficient in terms of a linear dependence on all the 
others. By adjusting the parameters of the theory in the potential to satisfy this choice, we get rid 
of perturbative running of the Newton constant. In order to kill the running of coupling constants 
in front of the operators quadratic in curvature we also face with multiple choices. The minimal 
one is to set to zero all cubic operators and to invoke only two terms, which are quartic in 
curvature. The richer option is to take into account all possible cubic and quartic operators at this 
order of 2γ + 4 derivatives of the metric. Later we may use two linear relations to make the two 
parameters for the quartic operators dependent on all other parameters of terms quadratic, cubic 
and quartic in curvature. (It is not known, if the same can be achieved with only cubic operators.) 
By adjusting the two parameters in the theory to satisfy this choice, we get rid of perturbative 
running of the two quadratic coupling constants. Besides this there are no other conditions to 
be imposed on those terms, if we demand perturbative finiteness of the theory, provided that the 
conditions for one-loop super-renormalizability are satisfied.

The minimal choice for a finite and unitary theory of quantum gravity in four dimension may 
therefore consist of terms with γ = 3 in the kinetic part. For simplicity we may have only two 
killers. The simplest Lagrangian may be the following,

Lfin = −2κ−2
4

[
R + Rμν

eH(−�Λ) − 1

� Rμν − 1

2
R

eH(−�Λ) − 1

� R

+ s1R
2�R2 + s2RμνR

μν�Rρσ Rρσ

]
,

H(z) = 1

2

[
Γ

(
0,p(z)2) + γE + log

(
p(z)2)], (68)

where p(z) = zγ+1 = z4, s1 = − 2π2

3 ω2(c1 + c2), s2 = 8π2ω2c2 and ω2 = eγE/2/Λ2γ+2 =
eγE/2/Λ8. Here c1 and c2 are two constants independent on ω2, that have to be determined 
from the calculation of the beta functions for the terms quadratic in the curvature.
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More general Lagrangian can have a bunch of other terms (but still finiteness of the theory 
can be obtained exactly in the same way):

Lfin = −2κ−2
4

[
R − λ

2κ−2
4

+ Gμν

eH(−�Λ) − 1

� Rμν + s1R
2�R2 + s2RμνR

μν�Rρσ Rρσ

]

− 2κ−2
4

[∑
i

c
(3)
i

(
R3)

i
+

∑
i

c
(4)
i

(
R4)

i
+

∑
i

c
(5)
i

(
R5)

i

]
. (69)

The last three terms have been written in a compact index-less notation. Note that there are no 
covariant derivatives appearing there and that c(3)

i , c(4)
i and c(5)

i are some constant coefficients.
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